The two models presented in this paper provide two di erent semantics for an extension of Dijkstra's language of guarded commands. The extended language has an additional operator, namely probabilistic choice, which makes it possible to express randomised algorithms.
Introduction
Dijkstra's language of guarded commands with its weakest precondition semantics 2] put reasoning about sequential imperative programs on a secure footing. The aim of this paper is to extend this language, its semantics, and formal reasoning to sequential randomised algorithms. Such algorithms di er from standard algorithms in that at some stage they make a random choice of action such as, for example, picking a random value to assign to a variable. The bene ts of randomisation in terms of e ency and simplicity are well known, and are discussed for example in the recent and extensive survey by Gupta et al 4] .
To express random choice we add a probabilistic choice operator to the syntax of the language of guarded commands and give two alternative semantic models for this extended language. We then investigate their algebraic properties and the relationship between them.
A standard relational model of a non-deterministic language maps each state to a set of nal states. This supports a notion of re nement, which permits an implementation to be more deterministic than its abstract speci cation. Our rst model, which we call relational because it uses an analogous construction, de nes the semantics of a program as a mapping from initial states to sets of probability distributions over nal states. The multiplicity of distributions captures the non-deterministic aspect of a program.
The relational model was constructed from scratch, as it were, guided only by the desire for certain algebraic properties. We are interested in algebraic laws because they provide a way of reasoning about transformations of programs which is much simpler than reasoning using the semantics directly. This is particularly valuable for an incremental approach to program development, which may require transforming a program from a structure which clearly mirrors that of its speci cation to one which most e ciently exploits the architecture of the machine which will execute it. Ultimately such transformations may be carried out automatically by an optimising compiler. An alternative motive for transforming a program might be the need to implement it using a restricted technology which supports only a subset of the language. Algebraic transformations may furthermore be used to verify aspects of compiler design, as was shown by the derivation of correct machine code for the construct of the guarded command language 7] .
An important theoretical question is the completeness of a set of laws -whether there are enough of them to decide whether any two programs are equivalent or whether one re nes the other. Completeness can be proved by showing that any program has a unique equivalent which is in normal form. The normal form can also be used to explore the closure conditions of the programming language 6].
In contrast to the relational model, the second model arose out of a general method of extending, or lifting, a probabilistic cpo to one which also contains non-determinism. This method was developed by 10] and rst used to construct a probabilistic concurrent process algebra by 13] . For the sequential programs we take the probabilistic cpo due to Jones and express non-determinism as sets of her programs. We will call this model the lifted model.
One of the di erences between the two models lies in the way non-determinism behaves in them. If program execution is considered a game played by the program against an adversary, non-deterministic choice represents the choices made by the adversary. Di erent kinds of nondeterminism correspond to di erent degrees to which the adversary can in uence the game. In the worst case, the adversary is prescient in the sense that its decisions can be based both on past and future decisions of the program. This can be imagined as game-splitting, in which the adversary makes multiple copies of a game and the one with the worst outcome is the one that counts. This is also called demonic non-determinism and re ects the way non-determinism behaves in the standard language of guarded commands. At the opposite end of the spectrum is the most benign adversary, or angelic non-determinism, in which it is the best copy that counts after game-splitting. In both our probabilistic models, non-determinism is in between these extremes. In the rst model the adversary can take advantage of previously made probabilistic choices, but not of future ones. We call this runtime non-determinism as opposed to the construction time non-determinism of the second probabilistic model, where the adversary has to make all its decisions before the start of the program's execution and therefore cannot take advantage of any of the program choices going a particular way. Other concepts of non-determinism in the literature 15] include various kinds of fair non-determinism, but it is outside the scope of this paper to deal with them here in detail.
The di erence between our two semantic models is explained and made mathematically precise by a mapping from the lifted onto the relational model, which we present in section 5. The arrows in Figure 1 indicate the existence of further mappings which connect the probabilistic models and the non-probabilistic model for the language of guarded commands, which we call the standard model for short. The mapping from the standard model to a probabilistic model is an embedding and the mapping from a probabilistic model to the standard model a projection. Provided that they respect the combinators of the standard language of guarded commands, both embeddings and projections can be exploited to simplify reasoning about probabilistic programs. For example, a standard part of a probabilistic program could be proved correct using the (simpler) standard model and then be embedded in the probabilistic program in the knowledge that correctness was preserved. A projection could be used for proving nonprobabilistic properties (typically safety properties) of probabilistic programs. We will show that all the mappings indicated in gure 1 have this property, and that the embedding-projection pair between the standard and the relational model form a so-called Galois connection. The standard relational lifted > = Z Z Z Z Z } Figure 1 : Links between the models latter is one of the reasons which will lead us to argue in the conclusion of the paper that the relational model is in general terms to be preferred to the lifted model.
Preliminaries
The language examined in this paper extends the guarded command language of Dijkstra 2] by including probabilistic choice P r Q, which chooses between programs P and Q with probabilities r and 1 ? r respectively. In the following we will call all operators other than probabilistic choice standard. Their meaning will be explained in the next section. For now we de ne only the abstract syntax of the programming language.
Let P range over programs, b over Boolean expressions, and r over real numbers between 0 and 1. Assume that x stands for a list of distinct variables, and e for a list of expressions.
P ::= ABORT j SKIP j x := e j P < b > P j P r P j P P j P; P j X j X F(X)
A sequential program begins execution in an initial state and either terminates in a nal state or fails to terminate. We model this by taking the set of all states to consist of the set S of proper states, which may be attained on termination, and the improper state ?, which indicates non-termination. The set S is assumed to be countable. We write S ? for S f?g. For a proper state s we will use the notation s; x := e for the state s with the value of its component variable x replaced by the value of the expression e.
So far we have referred to one standard model for the language of guarded commands, even though actually there are several. However, they have been shown to be isomorphic 6] and we therefore pick the one which is most convenient to work with for our purposes. In this, the meaning of a program is de ned by a pair of predicates another if it terminates more often and behaves less nondeterministically than the other. We write v for \is re ned by"; for programs (P1; Q1) and (P2; Q2) it is de ned as
We now turn to de nitions which are necessary for the probabilistic models for the language of guarded commands. In all of these \." denotes functional application. De nition 2.4 Given a partial order (X; ), a subset T of X is up-closed if T fg j 9f 2 T f gg: We write " T to denote the smallest up-closed set containing T.
2 Note that if P:s is up-closed (for each P, s) the above concept of re nement between programs simpli es to set inclusion. We also want non-determinism to be re ned by probabilistic choice, which, loosely speaking, is de ned as the weighted average of its arguments. Thus we need non-determinism to include all the weighted averages of its arguments, i.e. to be convex-closed in the sense of Def. 2.5.
De nition 2.5 A set T of probability distributions is convex-closed if
T fr f + (1 ? r) g j 0 r 1^f 2 T^g 2 Tg where the arithmetic operators , + and ? are applied pointwise. We write cc:T to denote the smallest convex-closed set containing T.
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Both closure-operators are idempotent. We employ the following theorem from 10] to justify overlooking the order in which the closures are taken.
Theorem 2.6 For a set X of probability distributions cc: " X = " cc:X: 2
The Relational Model
For our rst model we take the view that the result of the execution of a program P starting at an initial state s can be described as a set of probability distributions over nal states (including ?). Thus programs are mappings of type P : S ? ! PD :
In the following we will consider any such mapping a valid speci cation, but the mappings which represent the semantics of programming language constructs will satisfy certain constraints. One such constraint is that we expect a program to behave chaotically if its initial state is improper, and the result of executing it could be any distribution at all. 
Semantics
We will associate each construct of our language with an element in PROGS, so for all programs P P:? = D:
De nition 3. 
Given r : 0; 1] we write P r Q for the probabilistic choice between programs P and Q; they have probability r and 1 ? r respectively of being selected.
(P r Q):s def = fr f + (1 ? r) g j f 2 P:s^g 2 Q:sg (4) where \*" denotes multiplication applied pointwise.
The conditional construct P < b > Q is used to select the behaviour of a program depending on a predicate b of the initial values of its variables. It executes program P if b is true and program Q otherwise. Q:s otherwise The program P Q o ers a non-deterministic choice between P and Q, which can be regarded as a probabilistic choice with unknown probability, because it is de ned as the set of all probabilistic choices. (P r Q):s (6) We write P; Q to denote the sequential composition of programs P and Q. Execution of P gives the set P:s of distributions over intermediate states (which are invisible to the outside). Every distribution over the nal states of (P; Q):s is the result of picking for every intermediate state m a distribution in Q:m and taking the weighted average of these distributions, the weights being the probabilities assigned to the intermediate states by some distribution in P:s.
(P; Q):s def = f m2S f:fmg g m j f 2 P:s^(8s 2 S g s 2 Q:s)g (7) As usual, the recursion X F(X) is de ned as the least xed point of the recursive equation X = F(X).
The following example illustrates how non-determinism works in this model. Suppose that we are to execute P and Q sequentially in either order with the aim of establishing (x = y). The execution can be regarded as a game against an adversary which makes the nondeterministic choices to work against us. If we execute Q after P then clearly whatever value the adversary chooses for x, y will be chosen independently of it and should agree with it with probability 1=2. This is con rmed by the semantics. Take s to be a proper state. Note that by the de nition of nondeterministic choice we know that P:s contains the point distributions s;x:=0 and s;x:=1 . Also the set Q:s contains only the single probability distribution q de ned by q:fs; y := 0g = q:fs; y := 1g = 0:5 : If we execute Q before P, then the adversary can take advantage of the fact that the value of y is already determined, and always choose the opposing value of x. That is, we would expect that at worst Q; P has zero probability of establishing (x = y). This is borne out by the semantics: min ff:X j f 2 (Q; P):sg 
Algebraic Laws
This section presents a set of algebraic laws which hold for the programming constructs de ned in the previous section. (Proofs that the laws are sound with respect to the semantics are straightforward and have been omitted.) From the point of view of language design it is desirable to impose as few constraints as possible on the programming constructs, and make the laws as widely applicable as possible. Therefore we state the laws in such a way that they apply to any member of PROGS instead of just the semantics of programs expressable with the syntax of our language. For the latter it can be proved that any set of distributions produced by a program expressed in our language is up-closed and convex-closed, but for general members of PROGS we sometimes need to make the closure-conditions explicit.
In the following cc:P (P 2 PROGS) abbreviates s:cc:P:s and similarly " P abbreviates s: " P:s.
Nondeterminism
Nondeterministic choice is idempotent, symmetric and associative and ABORT is its zero.
N-1 P P = P: N-2 P Q = Q P: N-3 P ABORT = ABORT:
Conditional
Conditional choice is idempotent, skew-symmetric and quasi-associative.
The conditional distributes through nondeterministic choice and vice versa.
C-5 (P Q) < b > cc:R = (P < b > cc:R) (Q < b > cc:R): C-6 P (Q < b > R) = (P Q) < b > (P R):
A conditional choice based on the constant true can be eliminated.
C-7 P < true > Q = P:
Probabilistic Choice Probabilistic choice is also idempotent, skew-symmetric and quasi-associative. P-1 cc:P r cc:P = cc:P: P-2 P r Q = Q 1?r P: P-3 (P r1 Q) r2 R = P s1 (Q s2 R):
where s1 = r1 r2 and (1 ? r2) = (1 ? s1) (1 ? s2):
The choice can be eliminated if one argument is selected with probability 1.
P-4 (P 1 Q) = P:
It also distributes through conditional and non-deterministic choice.
P-5 P r (Q < b > R) = (P r Q) < b > (P r R): P-6 (P Q) r cc:R = (P r cc:R) (Q r cc:R): Sequence Sequential composition is associative with SKIP as its unit and ABORT as its zero.
S-1 SKIP; P = P = P; SKIP: S-2 ABORT; P = ABORT = P; ABORT:
It distributes backwards through the choice operators.
S-3 (P Q); cc:R = (P ; cc:R) (Q ; cc:R): S-4 (P < b > Q) ; R = (P ; R) < b > (Q ; R): S-5 (P r Q) ; R = (P ; R) r (Q ; R):
Assignment
Assignment of the value of a variable to itself has no e ect and can be added to any other assignment without changing its e ect.
A-1 (x := x) = SKIP: A-2 (x; y := e; y) = (x := e):
A permutation applied to both the list of variables and the list of expressions has no e ect.
A-3 (x; y; z := e; f; g) = (y; x; z := f; e; g):
Consecutive assignments to the same variable can be merged.
A-4 (x := e ; x := f) = x := f e=x] where f e=x] is the result of replacing all free occurrences of x in f by e.
Assignment distributes forwards over choice operators.
A-5 (x := e); (P Q) = (x := e ; P) (x := e ; Q): A-6 (x := e); (P < b > Q) = (x := e; P) < b e=x] > (x := e; Q): A-7 (x := e); (P r Q) = (x := e ; P) r (x := e ; Q):
We will show in the next section that the set of laws given in this section is su cient to prove equality of nite programs, but it is not exhaustive. Indeed, for practical purposes one would want to enlarge it considerably. Fortunately the e ort of proving the additional laws sound is much reduced by doing so algebraically. As an example, we prove an additional property of probabilistic choice, namely the dual to the distributive law P-5: Example 3.3 Conditional choice distributes through probabilistic choice.
The deferred step relies twice on the elimination law (P < b > Q) < b > R = P < b > R, which is a consequence of laws C-2, C-3 and C-7.
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One might also expect the dual law to P-6 to hold, but in this case we have only re nement, that is (P r Q) R w (P R) r (Q R)::
The following example is a case where the re nement is strict. Intuitively, in P the adversary chooses rst and cannot exploit the outcome of the probabilistic choice, whereas in Q it is the other way round. Formally, the de nition of probabilistic choice implies that the distributions over the nal states of P must all give equal probability to x := 1 and x := 2, that is for any proper state s f 2 P:s ) f:fx := 1g = f:fx := 2g However, this is not true of Q because Q contains two separate non-deterministic choices, which can contribute di erent probabilities to the nal distribution. Thus Q:s contains for instance the distribution g where g:fs; x := 1g = 0:25, g:fs; x := 2g = 0 and g:fs; x := 3g = 0:75. 2 We write P p Q q ::: r S for a nested probabilistic choice where program P is chosen with probability p, Q with probability q and so on down to the last program, S, which is chosen with probability 1 ? (p + q + ::: + r). Based on this we prove the closure properties mentioned above.
Finite Normal Form
A nite program is a program which is de ned without the least xed point operator . We will show that the laws are complete for nite programs, in the sense that they are su cient to transform
De nition 3.5 A nite program is said to be in normal form if it is of the form
Theorem 3.6 If P is a program in normal form, then P = cc: " P. Proof: Assignment and ABORT are both up-closed and convex-closed. From the de nition of the choice operators we conclude that they preserve both closure properties.
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Every program in normal form clearly results in at least one probability distribution over nal states. Lemma 3.7 ensures that this is also true of every recursively de ned program, i.e. no program results in an empty set of distributions.
Lemma 3.7 If fP n g is a descending chain of normal forms then cc: " T n P n = T n P n . 2 Theorem 3. v) )) The other primitives, namely SKIP and x := e, can be treated similarly. For the binary operators assume that the arguments P and Q are already in normal form. Consider P p Q. From the distributive law P-6 it follows that non-deterministic choice can be moved to the outermost level of this expression, leaving branches which contain only conditional and probabilistic choice. We can therefore assume that P and Q such branches. 
Link with Standard Model
This section investigates the connection between the relational model and the standard model. The idea is to nd a pair of mappings which relate every program in the standard model to a program in the relational model and vice versa. In both directions we want the mappings to respect the combinators of the standard language of guarded commands, i.e. the semantics of a standard program text in the relational model should be mapped to the semantics of the same program text in the standard model and vice versa. In the direction from relational to standard model we additionally want probabilistic choice to correspond to what is intuitively the closest construct in the standard model, namely nondeterministic choice. Clearly, going from the standard model to the relational model and back again should get us back to where we started, whereas going from the relational model to the standard model and back again we might end up with a program that is more non-deterministic than the original one. Formally, the pair of mappings should form a Galois connection.
The di erence between the standard and the relational semantics is broadly speaking that the former tells us which nal states are or are not possible, whereas the latter tells us the probability with which they may occur. To relate the latter to the former we take the view that a nal state is possible if it has positive probability of occurring. More formally, the mapping * 1 projects a probabilistic program P 2 The following theorem states that as required, the mapping * 1 respects all the combinators of the standard programming language, and maps probabilistic choice to non-deterministic choice. (4) * 1 (P r Q) w (* 1 P) (* 1 Q): (5) * 1 (P Q) = (* 1 P) (* 1 Q): (6) * 1 (P ; Q) = (* 1 P); (* 1 Q): (7) * 1 ( X F(X)) w X (* 1 F)(X): (8) Proof: In the following we use the notation P:pre(m) and P:post(m; m 0 ) to refer to the preand postcondition respectively of a standard process P. The rst four cases are trivial. Case (5) (5) can be strengthened to equality: * 1 (P r Q) = (* 1 P) (* 1 Q), for 0 < r < 1. Case (6) can be proved similarly. For the precondition of (7) Notice that case (8) of Thm. 3.10 cannot be strenghtened to equality because * 1 is not continuous.
Informally we would not expect it to be because after throwing away all information about probability we can no longer approximate a certain behaviour by increasingly higher probabilities of that behaviour, as the following example illustrates.
Example 3.11 Let F(X) = (X 1=2 v := 1). The program P def = X F(X) chooses with probability 1=2 either to invoke itself recursively, i.e. to repeat the choice, or to set v := 1 and terminate. By the xed point theorem, P is the limit of the sequence of approximations F n (ABORT), n 0. Since F n (ABORT) = (ABORT 1=2 n v := 1) the probability of nontermination decreases with each approximation and is 0 in the limit, i.e. P = (v := 1). Therefore * 1 P = (v := 1), but * 1 F(X) = X v := 1. Thus * 1 ( X F(X)) = (v := 1) 6 = ABORT = X (* 1 F)(X) 2
The embedding of the standard model in the relational model, which we write as + 1 Theorem 3.13 + 1 (false; true) = ABORT: (1) + 1 (true; m 0 = m) = SKIP: (2) + 1 (true; x 0 = e^y 0 = y^:::^z 0 = z) = (x := e) (3) + 1 (P < b > Q) = (+ 1 P) < b > (+ 1 Q): (4) + 1 (P Q) = (+ 1 P) (+ 1 Q): (5) + 1 (P; Q) = (+ 1 P); (+ 1 Q): (6) + 1 ( X F(X)) = X (+ 1 F)(X): (7) Proof: Cases (1) to (6) are straightforward. To prove (7) + 1 ( X F(X)) = f unfold recursion g + 1 (F( X F(X))) = f distributivity of + 1 g (+ 1 F)(+ 1 ( X F(X))) which implies that
On the other hand
The above and Thm. 3.14 (2) give the required inequality
Theorem 3.14 The mappings * 1 and + 1 form a Galois connection. * 1 (+ 1 (pre; post)) = (pre; post):
(1)
(2) Proof follows directly from the de nitions.
4 The Lifted Model
In this section we construct the so-called lifted model for the guarded command language. It extends a model which is due to Jones 8] and which contains probabilistic choice but not nondeterministic choice.
Jones' semantics is based on mappings from proper states to evaluations. Broadly speaking, an evaluation is a function which is like a probability distribution except that it is de ned only on certain sets and need not sum to 1. A precise de nition can be found in 9], but for the special domain that we are dealing with, namely a at, nite or countable state space, it turns out that the evaluations are de ned on every set of states. The fact that an evaluation need not sum to 1 is used to model non-termination and to de ne an order on the evaluations. The same can be achieved in terms of probability distributions by adding the improper state ? to the state space. This state is assigned the`missing' probability, so that the distributions sum to 1, but is disregarded for the order on distributions, which is based only on a comparison of the probabilities of proper states. This is the order given in Def. 2.3. Jones' semantics can therefore equivalently be cast in terms of mappings from states to probability distributions. We will take advantage of this, as it saves us from having to give yet more de nitions and makes our exposition more homogeneous.
Thus a program in Jones' model is a mapping from states to probability distributions. Let P D denote the set of such mappings.
In the following we will call the programs in Jones' model deterministic because every initial state leads to exactly one probability distribution over nal states. This information is insu cient to construct a non-deterministic operator, but allows the ordering w over programs to be de ned as the pointwise lifting of the ordering over probability distributions: given p; q : P D p v q def = (8s : S p:s q:s) This notion of re nement turns the model into a cpo and thus into a candidate for the general techniques developed in 10] for constructing a power domain on top of domains with probability. Following 13, 10] , the model which we present in this section expresses non-determinism by taking convex-closed, up-closed sets of deterministic programs (where, strictly speaking, we are using a slightly more general de nition of convex closure, which applies to convex combinations of programs as well as probability distributions). P L def = fP : P(P D ) j P convex-closed and up-closedg A cpo on this model is constructed using the Smyth ordering on convex-closed, up-closed sets, which in our case simpli es to inclusion-ordering: for P; Q : P L we de ne P v Q def = P Q The binary operators in the lifted model are de ned by their pointwise application of the Jones-operators, which we quote here.
De nition 4. 
Sequential composition P; Q is obtained by sequentially composing any two deterministic programs contained in P and Q respectively and taking the convex-and up-closure of the resulting set.
P; Q def = cc: " fp; q j p 2 P^q 2 Qg Finally we de ne the nondeterministic choice P u Q as the convex closure and up-closure of the union of sets P and Q.
P u Q def = cc: " (P Q) (7) Recursion is de ned simply as the least xed point in the space of sets.
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The following theorem, from 10], asserts the well-de nedness of the above de nitions. Theorem 4.3 Any program P : P L is a nonempty, up-closed and convex-closed set of deterministic programs.
Intuitively speaking, non-determinism in the lifted model can be understood as a \construction-time" decision, in the sense that it selects a deterministic program independently of the initial state of the execution. By contrast, the non-determinism in the relational model is a \runtime" decision: the choice of nal distribution is made only when the initial state is known and execution has started. This means that non-determinism in the lifted model cannot take advantage of probabilistic choices made during the execution.
We illustrate this by returning to Ex. 3.2. Recall that P def = x := 0 x := 1 and Q def = y := 0 0:5 y := 1. Let q denote the one deterministic program contained in Q. As before, if we execute P before Q, then P cannot take advantage of the value of x and P; Q establishes (x = y) with probability at least 0.5. Again let X be the set of states in which x = y. However, if Q is executed before P, then the non-deterministic choice in P still cannot take advantage of the value of x because it has to pick one deterministic program in P to execute, and P only contains deterministic programs which are constant over all initial states. P = f s:( s;x:=0 r s;x:=1 ) j 0 r 1g In the semantics of the lifted model , Q; P therefore has probability at least 0. In other words, in the lifted model Q; P = (Q; x := 0) (Q; x := 1): it is as if P's choice was made before the execution of Q had started. In the relational model this is not true.
Algebraic Properties
The lifted model shares many of the algebraic properties of the relational model; we shall point out only di erences.
We have already seen that non-deterministic choice distributes backwards through sequential composition in the lifted model, giving the new law P; (Q R) = P; R P; Q:
On the other hand it is no longer true that probabilistic choice distributes forwards through sequential composition: Law S-3 has to be weakened, because on the LHS R \knows" at construction-time if it is to follow after P or Q and can therefore modify its behaviour accordingly, but on the RHS this is not possible. Thus the behaviours of the RHS are a subset of those of the LHS.
(P; R) r (Q; R) v (P r Q); R A further di erence is that conditional choice is no longer idempotent in the lifted model.
To see this consider once more the program P def = x := 0 x := 1 from Ex. 3.2. As mentioned above, P is state-insensitive in the sense that it contains only deterministic programs which choose probabilistically and independently of the initial state between 0 and 1. On the other hand, by de nition of the conditional we have P < b > P = fp1 < b > p2 j p1; p2 2 Pg:
This allows di erent probabilistic choices depending on the value of the conditional. For instance it contains the deterministic program s: x:=0 < b > s: x:=1 , which is sensitive to the initial state and is not contained in P. Thus law C-1 is weakened to re nement: * 2 (P r Q) = (* 2 P) (* 2 Q) for 0 < r < 1: * 2 (P Q) = (* 2 P) (* 2 Q): * 2 (P; Q) = (* 2 P); (* 2 Q): * 2 ( X F(X)) w X (* 2 F))(X): 2
Linking the Probabilistic Models
We de ne a mapping from the lifted model to the relational model as follows:
De nition 5.1 P:s def = fp:s j p 2 Pg 2 For each initial state, P returns the set of all distributions which can be achieved by any of the deterministic programs in P. For di erent initial states, this need not mean execution of the same deterministic program in P. In this way turns the construction-time non-determinism of the lifted model back into the runtime non-determinism of the relational model, as is asserted in the following theorem: Theorem 5.2 ABORT = ABORT:
(1) SKIP = SKIP: (2) (x := e) = (x := e): (3) (P < b > Q) = ( P) < b > ( Q): (4) (P r Q) = ( P) r ( Q): (5) (P Q) = ( P) ( Q): (6) (P ; Q) w ( P) ; ( Q): (7) ( X F(X)) w X ( F)(X): (8) Proof: For case (1) However, if one is only interested in the possible nal outcomes produced by the execution of a probabilistic program, i.e. in its projection onto the standard model, then the two probabilistic models give the same picture. 
Conclusion
Most of the e ort in modelling probabilistic systems to date seems to have been spent on concurrent systems, and very little on sequential systems and programming logics, with the exception of Fagin et al 3] and Rao 15] . At the same time as these models presented here were being developed, Morgan et.al. were working on a semantics for probabilistic predicate transformers which would extend Jones' probabilistic programming logic 12] with non-determinism. It turns out that the relational model can be embedded in these much as the relations which model standard programs can be embedded in the standard predicate transformers. Having presented two semantic models for the same language, the question arises which one should be the model of choice. As we have seen, they di er in some of their algebraic properties, as well as in their relation to the standard model.
In general it is up to the designer of a language to decide which algebraic properties it ought to have. This in turn depends on what is being modelled. For instance, some formalisms 14] distinguish between non-determinism and underspeci cation: the latter presents the implementor with a choice from a set of alternatives, each of which is deterministic. Usually non-determinism allows more re nements than underspeci cation. The distinction between the two clearly is reected in the distinction between runtime non-determinism (in our rst model) and construction time non-determinism (in our second model). If implementation by deterministic programs is considered an important property, as it might be in security ( 16] ), then the second model would be more appropriate.
However, the lifted model lacks some very basic algebraic properties, such as idempotence of conditional choice. This lack actually motivated the search for another model. Another important consideration are the links between di erent models: the fact that the relational model is linked to the standard model by a Galois-connection makes it possible to import algebraic proofs from the standard model to the probabilistic model, which is a signi cant practical advantage over the lifted model. We feel therefore that for general purposes the relational model would be more appropriate.
